Dear Chair Murray, Ranking Member Burr, Chair Pallone, and Ranking Member McMorris Rodgers:

The undersigned mental health, public health, youth and educational organizations write to urge you to better meet the mental health needs of the nation by including a prevention and early intervention set-aside in the Community Mental Health Services Block Grant (MHBG) as your committees reauthorize programs administered by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). The Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant (SAPTBG) includes an authorized set aside for prevention, and we seek the same emphasis on an upstream approach in the MHBG.

The pandemic exacerbated a pre-existing mental health crisis, and many people are seeking help for the first time. This is particularly true for youth, who have experienced increases in mental health concerns including depression and anxiety\(^1\) and a troubling increase in emergency room use.\(^2\) As currently authorized, the MHBG can be used only for individuals who have previously been identified as children with serious emotional disturbance (SED) or adults with serious mental illness (SMI). A block grant set aside for prevention and early intervention would allow states to fund programs that provide help upstream to people who have not been identified as SED and SMI.

Research shows that early intervention and prevention activities can mitigate or in some cases prevent the incidence of mental health conditions. In general, providing similar supports and services that one would receive after a diagnosis of SMI or SED before they reach that level of severity is effective in preventing or mitigating serious needs. For example, evidence-based therapies are the standard of care for most SMI and SED, and studies have found that providing these same therapies earlier is effective in reducing the


onset of SMI and SED.\textsuperscript{3,4} Psychotherapy and related supports to reduce stressors have prevented the onset of psychosis among those at high risk. Mental health services provided by community providers in school-linked programs have been shown to improve attendance, academics, and behavior. These programs also identify and serve many children who had not previously been receiving services and have been particularly effective in reaching students of color. Unfortunately, most adolescents currently cannot benefit from the MHBG because services are limited to treating children who are already experiencing serious emotional disturbance.

States would have flexibility to determine what prevention programs are needed in their communities. This can include mental health literacy programs, outreach programs, and integrated services in primary care and school settings that reach underserved communities. It could also include prodrome programs for individuals experiencing symptoms consistent with later psychosis but prior to psychosis. For adults, states could fund outreach and engagement services for individuals who are at risk of going into crisis such as homeless individuals who have not been diagnosed with SMI and could provide follow-up services after a crisis to avoid continual crises and promote recovery. The President’s FY ’23 budget request for SAMHSA includes a new 10% set-aside for prevention and early intervention for children and adults.

Congress has recognized the critical role of prevention in the Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Block Grant, even including prevention in the name of the program. Given that substance use is often a response to untreated mental illness, it is equally important to include prevention and early intervention in the mental health block grant. We ask that you include a 10% set aside for prevention and early intervention in the MHBG program. Allowing states additional flexibility to address mental health conditions early and fund upstream approaches will better equip them to meet the future mental health needs of communities.

Sincerely,

Mental Health America
National Association of State Mental Health Program Directors
